Making GISMO 4, the latest
Boys’ Life robot family member,
is easy. Here’s how.
By Mark Haverstock
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ow GISMO is back and ready
to rumble. Our newest member of the clan, GISMO 4, is a bumperbot. He’s ready to do battle, Sumo
style, against other GISMOs or roll
around the house or yard for a joyride
without denting people or furniture.
GISMO 4 is wicked quick, controllable by remote up to 70 feet away.
You can build the basic GISMO for
about $60. Spend less if you can find
parts around the house. Several readers who built our last GISMO found
inexpensive working radio-controlled
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trucks at flea markets or garage sales.
GISMO’s head is a clear plastic
food storage container. His body can
be made from a number of round
plastic containers, as long as there is
enough clearance for the wheels. We
used a large plastic planter pot, but
you could substitute a laundry basket or wastebasket for the body
shell. Outside the body, we attached
a plastic foam bumper.
The heart of GISMO 4 is a radiocontrolled truck chassis, including
motor and wheels. Choose a 4 x 4

style truck with a rugged motor and
good traction.
We used a Nikko Dodge Power
Wagon. With high ground clearance
and knobby balloon tires, it runs
well even on carpet. It also comes
with a rechargeable battery system.
Other remote control tr ucks will
work too.
If you plan to have Sumo-style ’bot
battles with friends, choose remotecontrol vehicles on different radio
frequencies so they don’t interfere
with each other. You’ll find the information on the outside of the box,
usually “49MHz” or “27MHz” or
channel numbers.
To give GISMO 4 a high-tech
look, apply a coat of silver paint, attach an antenna and stick an old circuit board under the clear dome for
an electronic “brain.” Or go for the
sumo look: a cloth tied on bottom
and a cool pair of sunglasses on its
head, under a topknot of hair.

WHAT’S A GISMO?
remembered a dog named ‘Gismo,’
which had belonged to a science teacher
of mine, and figured the name fit my robot
better than the dog. So that was that.”
And that’s what Sherwood Fuehrer of
Cranston, R.I., wrote in “Gismo and I.” The
June 1957 Boys’ Life article detailed how
the 13-year-old built a 98-pound working
robot from scraps, then entered it in a science fair. Gismo became famous, and
served as the inspiration for BL’s first robot
how-to project that appeared in the magazine months later.
Read more fun facts about the first
Gismo and the history of all of BL’s GISMOs
at www.boyslife.org.
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Turn the page for Gismo 4’s basic
blueprint. Go to www.boyslife.org to
learn how to make Gismo 4 Extreme.

GISMO 4
EXTREME
»

READ ABOUT ’BOTS
For more about robots, check out these books: “Ramblin’ Robots: Building a Breed of Mechanical Beasts” by Ingrid Wickelgren, “Build Your Own Working Robot” by David Heiserman, “Personal
Robotics: Real Robots to Construct, Program, and Explore the World” by Richard Raucci and “Robots, Androids and Animatrons: 12 Incredible Projects You Can Build” by John Iovine.
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MEET MY GISMO 4!
Show us how creative you can be—and maybe we’ll show everyone your ’bot in BOYS’ LIFE.
Make a GISMO 4 of your own, then send us a color photograph of it (and maybe you or your dog or…) along
with your name, age, troop number and town and a brief description of your robot to:
My GISMO 4
BOYS’ LIFE, S306
P.O. Box 152079
Irving, TX 75015-2079
(Submissions become the property of BOYS’ LIFE
and will not be returned.)

»

»

» Chassis from a radio-controlled truck. (We used the Nikko Dodge Power Wagon #160010BC, which is also available in Chevy
» Plastic foam “noodle.” $1.99 » Total: $52.92 » You’ll also need one piece of 1-by-2-inch lumber, screws, epoxy glue, tape, long

container. $3.99

illustrations by Troy Doolittle/Topdog Illustration

GISMO’S PARTS

1 Test drive the radio-controlled
truck before you remove the
chassis. Stores may not honor
the warranty afterward.

»

»

»

»

Avalanche or Jeep Wrangler models). $39.95 Large plastic planter, wastebasket, or 1.5-bushel laundry basket. $4.99 to $6.99
nylon wire ties, sandpaper, nuts, bolts, and flat washers. Tools Needed: saw, screwdriver, pliers, drill or awl, scissors.

»

» Plastic storage

5 Use an awl or drill to make a hole to attach the tub to the front
bumper of the truck chassis. Secure with a bolt, nut and two flat washers. Mount the robot’s plastic body to the chassis’s wooden block with
small wood screws. Make sure there is enough clearance for the wheels
to turn and move freely. Tape the antenna wire to the inside of the body.

2 Turn the truck over and remove the screws that hold the
truck body to the chassis.
Carefully lift the body off,
pulling the antenna wire through
the hole. Leave the front
bumper/winch assembly on the
front to provide extra stability
for front-end bumping. Save the
body parts and screws.

3 Center the 1-by-2-inch wood
block and chassis, wheels up,
on the plastic tub. Slide the
chassis forward so the front
bumper touches the tub. Mark
and cut the block so it fits
snugly inside—trim or sand the
corners for a tighter fit. Glue
the block to the flat part in the
center of the chassis, above the
motor battery compartment.
Don’t let glue get on the other
parts of the chassis. Check the
fit inside the plastic body and
set aside to dry.
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4 Center the food storage container’s lid on the bottom of
the plastic tub. Use an awl or drill to make a hole through
both. Attach the lid with a nut, bolt and two flat washers.
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6 Add the foam noodle around the opening of the
robot’s body to act as a bumper. Trim the noodle to
fit, then use an awl or drill to make holes at the back
and front as shown in the diagram. Attach the noodle to the body using nylon wire ties.

7 Paint or add accessories to the robot’s body if you want. We added an arm to
GISMO (we used a plastic baseball bat). Now he’ll look more like the BattleBots of
TV fame. Use an awl or drill to make holes through the body where you want to
mount the arm. Use nylon wire ties to attach.
GISMO 4 is now complete. Add other accessories to your not-so-lean bumping
machine and enjoy some ’bot bouts with your friends.F

